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DaTARIUS establishes Technical Centre in the Middle East. 
 
The Middle East optical disc market has begun to play an increasingly important role in the 
media manufacturing industry, with more and more replication plants being installed in the 
region. These companies are investing in the latest DVD, CD-R & DVD-R production equipment 
technology. Lack of trained local staff has always been a problem in the region and, with the 
introduction of new formats, this has become more apparent. 

In order to meet the growing needs for manufacturing expertise in this developing market, 
DaTARIUS has opened a Technical Centre in Dubai Airport Free Zone. The Technical Centre will 
serve the United Arab Emirates, Iran, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Iraq, Syria, Jordan, Lebanon, 
Bahrain, Qatar, Oman, Libya, Egypt, and Africa. 

DaTARIUS will have an experienced QC manager in the Dubai office, and will offer full service 
support for its full range of products. In addition, DaTARIUS will also organize technical 
seminars and workshops similar to those already offered in Europe, Asia and the Americas. 

Later this year, DaTARIUS will open a showroom and DaTACENTRE (process and test centre) in 
Dubai. 
 
 “We see this as a stepping stone between Europe and Asia,” says DaTARIUS chairman and 
CEO, James Steynor. “In addition to providing test systems, we will be working in partnership 
with the Optical Disc Technology Centre, headed by Reza Shaybani and Ton Kroef, and we will 
be able to provide first line technical support, including installation and training.” 

 
 
Contact Details : 
DaTARIUS Technologies GmbH 
Anton Maria Schyrle-Str.7 
A-6600 Reutte 
Austria 
Tel : +43 5672 2060 
Hotline : +43 5672 206 206 
Fax : +43 5672 206 8000 
Email : europe@datarius com.
www.datarius.com 

DaTARIUS Group 
The Quality People – measurement, inspection, and process optimization solutions 
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Editor’s notes: 

DaTARIUS: DaTARIUS is a world-leading supplier of test equipment, not just proving but also 
improving optical media quali y hrough comprehensive products and services embracing 
process optimization. Our Analyzers and Evaluators suppor  all formats: pre-recorded, 
recordable, and rewritable, and our revolutionary DaTABANK technology is fully Blu-ray (BD  
and HD-DVD enabled. Complementing these teste s: optimization  including our MF DisCo 
temperature regulator; and inspection, with print label  disc orientation and ident code 
validation. We also offer extensive training through our service and test centres worldwide. For
the past 18 years DaTARIUS has been at the forefront of optical media technology with our 
commitment to the future of the industry and our customers
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